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Power Up

transform
Awaken inner beauty

detox
Get a fresh start

restore
Combat winter hair woes

WINTER 2020  www.eufora.net 

HAIR: Mirza Batanovic, US Style Director and Neil Smith, UK Style Director
PHOTOGRAPHY: Mark Short



Lighten Up
ALOELITE™  Cream Lightener

An ultra-lightening  
cream lightener with
Improved Formula
Updated Delivery System

Aloe Infused Formula for nourishment and hydration.
Up to 6 levels of evenly controlled lift.
Ideal for any lightening technique.
Stay-put performance and application ease.
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It’s hard to believe that we are at the beginning of not just a new  
year, but a new decade. If you’re like me, you’re thinking about what 
the future holds for your life, your family, your business and career. 

For many just the mention of the word “change” brings about 
feelings of doubt, uncertainty and the fear of the unknown.   
But one truth in life is that everything changes.

 
 
 
 

But change is not just something we feel we should have to “deal with”, we need to be the creators of the 
positive changes that are necessary to forge the future.  Embracing new ideas, concepts and being willing 
to let go of the things that hold us back (even though they are comfortable), allows each of us to stand 
out from the sea of sameness and create our best life and business. After all, being in the driver’s seat of 
change is what makes life exciting.

So, with this in mind, Eufora has dedicated great time and diligence to crafting the change that will move us 
forward. We know and welcome the fact that leading change and innovation for the industry, and you, over 

 
Below is snapshot of some of what you will see happening here at Eufora as we head into a new and 
exciting decade of growth and change in our programs, products, education and packaging.

Change is inevitable…  
  Growth is optional ~John Maxwell

2020 
  BRING IT ON!

Lighten Up
• The Eufora Salon Owner Network is evolving to bring stronger 

forward-thinking meeting content with greater accessibility 

where they are in the world.

• The Eufora Advanced Training Academy is expanding with 

access to Academy courses in your area.

• Live Your Art - A new, fresh and inspiring education platform 

for technical and creative education is coming to your market!

• Some programs will go away only to be replaced with stronger 

and more relevant support for Educators and Salons.

• Several products and sizes will phase out while new, innovative 

high performing products are introduced.

• Eufora packaging is evolving.  Look for enhancements 

throughout the next year that will deliver a cohesive and 

beautiful shelf presence in your salon and elevated, eco-

friendly consumer appeal.

And there is much more on the horizon.  Become part of the conversation on new, fresh and relevant 
ideas for growth and success for all our businesses in 2020 and join the Facebook Group - Eufora Nation 
Connects – where you can connect with Eufora and fellow Salon Owners.
 

uncomfortable.  Progress, new opportunities, new paths that lead to greater success don’t happen when 
we hold on to outdated ways and thinking.
 
HAPPY NEW YEAR - HAPPY NEW DECADE.
 
See you at Vision Quest 2020!

BETH BEWLEY, Eufora CEO and Co-Founder



THE SALON IS A SANCTUARY FOR MANY BEAUTY ENTHUSIASTS.  
IT’S ABOUT MORE THAN JUST A CUT AND COLOR.  

Stylists empower women to look, live and feel their own beauty. Think beyond 
precision and technique (although those are pretty important in our profession). 
Provide an exceptional experience for guests that will alter their daily routine, 

Power of an Experiencethe
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One of the most important parts of an 
exceptional experience for your salon guest 
is discussing their needs and wants, and then 
providing real solutions. The good news is 
that many consumers wants and needs are 
seasonally similar. 

for a loyal guest. Their hair is probably a bit 
distressed from a season of celebration, updos, 
hot tools, back-combing, hair pins, etc. This is 
your chance to provide a powerful experience 
with instantly restorative services that give 
them healthy, shiny, soft, frizz-free hair.

Recommending a Power Up Ritual and giving 
your guest a rejuvenating shampoo and 
Scalp Massage sparks the transformation 
from lackluster winter woes to POWERFUL 
CONFIDENCE.

Take the time to educate guests on the 
products you use during the service and share 
with them why they’re essential tools to help 
deliver healthy, strong hair. Of course, guests 

will want to go home with products to extend 
the results. Provide an experience that is tailor 

for the long term.

The Eufora Power Up Ritual promotion is 

and is strategically designed to give you a little 

service revenue. Don't forget to prominently 
showcase the Power Ritual Counter Card to 
spark conversation with guests and add to your 
average ticket! Then resolve to get your guests 
in the habit of booking a Ritual with every visit.  
A sampling opportunity attached to the Ritual 
is a great enticement to get guests looking 
forward to their next visit!

As the year unfolds, keep the ideas (and  
guest promotions) coming, and always harness 
the power of A Good Hair Day.

Visit the Quarter 1 Campaign page for marketing 
inspiration and downloadable promotional 
signage at eufora.net/news.

Take the time to recommend a Power Up Ritual 
as an add-on service for your guest. They deserve 
the most rejuvenating shampoo and restorative 
treatment you can give.
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Bounce Forward
FREE SAMPLES ARE A GREAT WAY TO GET PRODUCT INTO CONSUMERS' HANDS. 
HOWEVER, WITHOUT STRATEGICALLY MAPPING HOW TO SAMPLE, YOU MAY BE 
WASTING DOLLARS WITH A GIFT THAT DOES NOT CAPTURE A SALE.

SAMPLING TO CAPTURE THE FUTURE SALE

 
Check out our Marketing Guru's 3 proven tactics for following up on a sampling campaign. 
All are guaranteed to bounce your revenue forward and ensure you capture future sales dollars.

FREE GIFT



3.

Text your Guest1.
What:  Get mobile with your salon phone, so you can check-in 
on your guests sampling experience. Find out how they liked the 
product.

Why:  Follow up will help remind the guest to try it if they 
haven’t AND gives you opportunity to extend the Guest 
Consultation beyond the salon visit - establishing you as their 
trusted beauty advisor. 

SEND A PERSONALIZED 
MESSAGE 3-5 DAYS AFTER 
GIFTING A SAMPLE.

What:  Create an automated campaign that emails the guest after their 
appointment. The personalized email should thank them for their recent 
visit and remind them to pre-book their next appointment so they can take 
advantage of the Bounce Forward special offer. 

Why:  The promise of a new free gift, or added value offer gives every guest 
a reason to look forward to their next visit and sparks action to get their next 
appointment on the books.

Email Away
SEND A THANK YOU EMAIL TO GUESTS 
WHO EXPERIENCED A RITUAL + TAKE 
HOME SAMPLE.

What:  A Bounce Forward Card invites guests to “bounce 
forward” to their next salon visit and purchase the full-size 
product at a special price. The card should also include 
personal use instructions written by the stylist.

Why:  Providing written instructions on how to use the 

experience at home. The special offer adds extra incentive to 
return to the salon.

INCLUDE A CARD WITH EVERY  
SAMPLED ITEM.

Attach a Bounce 
Forward Card2.

Remember, you don’t have to employ just ONE of these tactics. Layering multiple touchpoints  
of communication will help reinforce your messaging and extend the salon experience. Wondering where 

Page at eufora.net/news 

ADDED BONUS to frequent contact with your guests? Your attention to their beauty needs establishes 
strong guest relations and improves guest retention.

Wishing you much success as you bounce forward into the New Year.  
We look forward to hearing about your sampling successes!  Connect with us @euforainternational.



FinderStrength



Finder

The All Plant Essence™  of Sage and Thyme in Beautifying Elixirs serves as a 
foundation to strong, healthy hair but the strength doesn’t stop there. Damage Cure 
Complex™ repairs the inner structure and outer cuticle of the hair with vegetable 
proteins, natural extracts and amino acids. Vibrant Color Complex™
proven to deliver superior hair color retention with vitamins, natural extracts and oils. 
Instant vibrancy durability and energy are infused into hair with every application.

Be sure to send guests home with the Power Up Duo that includes Replenishing 
Treatment, for instant strength and vitality, and ElixirONE™, a leave-in potion that 
syncs with all hair types to create unprecedented movement and shine.  
Available at a special price for a limited time. 

 
every bottle, jar and tube of Beautifying Elixirs.

The dry, cold elements of winter, combined with forced air 
heat, can wreak havoc on hair. Moisture loss, dry air and 
lazy beauty practices can lead to weak, fragile hair that 
won’t behave. Eufora Beautifying Elixirs is the antidote.

Beautifying Elixirs 
starts with an All Plant 
Essence™ of Sage and 
Thyme that soothes 
the scalp, prevents 
sebum clogging and 
nourishes the hair 
follicle. This powerful 
foundation instantly 
improves weak and 
brittle tresses while 
promoting healthy 
hair growth.

{noun}Strength
1  : the quality or state of being strong
2 : power to resist force 

Strength
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Did you know you have the power of retail suggestion    
Let’s face it, we all have our favorite “go to” prep and style products for use at our 
station. We’re comfortable with what we know. It’s human nature.   
But are we really taking advantage of our the salon environment to communicate  
to guests exactly what they need to duplicate fresh from the salon results? 

Restructure hair, strengthen and balance porosity 
with Perfect, repair damage 

and add shine with ElixirONE™. Add volume, texture 
and protect color with Formation. 

soften curl with Forming Cream. Add texture, prevent 
frizz and protect color with Full Effect. Your

Station
WHATS ON



There are pretty universal hair and beauty 
trends for each season. Example - winter 

 
This season, Eufora is featuring a moisture-rich, 

winter hair care concerns of salon guests. 

The Power Station Spotlight*  
is specially curated (and 
priced) to ensure you can 

and SELL, the right retail 
products to make your 
guests look and feel

beautiful. You'll also receive a Eufora Spray 
Bottle and Sectioning Clips as our gift to you.

Remember, there is an art to recommending 
retail that goes beyond just asking a guest to 
buy.  It starts with visual cues, what we say, 
use and ultimately suggest – while creating 

they need. Instead, rely on your professional 
expertise to share with each guest how a 
product will help them fall in love with their 
style. Use statements like “you’re going to 
love how this product will help you easily 
recreate the style I gave you today” or 
“the second you use these products you’ll 
understand how easy it is to do your hair and 
look great all day.” 

Your words can create an image in your 
guest's mind of a hair style they love. 
They’ll remember your words and the time 
you took to teach them how to keep their 
hair gorgeous. Now, that’s a powerful and 
personal message that no guest will receive 
outside your salon. You hold the power in 

your station product work for you.

Your
Station

* Power Station Spotlight available beginning January, while supplies last.



It’s a New Year. You’ve set your intentions and 
your resolutions. Now it's time to start detoxing 
and resetting your habits.

Temperatures keep dropping, snow keeps falling and the heaters 
keep blowing. Protecting your hair from winter stress is critical to 
maintaining year-round beauty. Don’t despair, the Urgent Repair Trio is 
here to help detox, soothe and restore your hair.  Make this part of 
your weekly hair routine and we guarantee simply amazing results.

winter  
hair  
needs



It’s about you and living your best life.  Resolve to incorporate this Trio into your beauty regimen, and live your winter beautifully. 
The limited edition Urgent. Repair. Trio offer is available mid-February while supplies last.

How to Detox & Restore your hair: 

Whether you’re snowed 
in, skiing out or just 
hibernating, you still need a 
weekly wash with URGENT 
REPAIR SHAMPOO. Who 
doesn't need a detox from 
stale heat, harsh cold and 
product build-up?

URGENT REPAIR  
SHAMPOO

After detoxing you'll need 
to restore with URGENT 
REPAIR TREATMENT to 
help replenish moisture, 
soothe scalp irritation 
and return vitality to dry-
damaged hair.

URGENT REPAIR 
TREATMENT

Finally, keep strength 
building with protein-
rich FORTIFI KERATIN 

weak, brittle, damaged 
hair, you're destined for 
improved strength and 
elasticity.  

FORTIFI KERATIN 
REPAIR



WORKSHOPS

INSPIRATION EDUCATION

WELLNESS WORKSHOPS

INSPIRATION EDUCATION

WELLNESS

APRIL 20 - 21, 2020
Omni La Costa Resort & Spa

Carlsbad, CA

Tickets start at just $500
OR

Become a VQ VIP for just $2000
VIP packages include VQ admission, hotel stay, spa and 

dining credits, priority seating, access to the VIP  
Lounge and plenty of Eufora swag!

READY. SET. REGISTER!
www.euforavisionquest.com

4 LIFECHANGING KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Ryan Estis - Passion On Purpose

Michelle Poler - Fear Less Do More
Carla Iliescu - Dare to Lead

Cory Muscara - Mindfulness as Mental Fitness

14 CHANGEMAKING BREAKOUTS

MINDFUL MOTIVATION & 

Aspiring SALON PROFESSIONALS mark your calendars and JOIN Eufora  
for this transformational gathering.

eufora
 VisionQuest 2020



Buzz Sessions

Get up close and personal 
with Keynote Speakers, 
Class Instructors, Eufora 

Business Trainers and Eufora 
Leadership in a casual 

networking atmosphere.

Wellness Wisdom

Manifest your personal 
mantra. Explore wellness 

class options (like meditation 
& yoga) or invest in free time 
activities focused on nutrition 

and stress management.*

*some activities, such as spa services, require additional fees, and discounts may be available to event attendees.

Evening Celebration

Mix and mingle with  
old friends and new.  

Time for a little fun, a little 
music, signature cocktails 

and another fabulous 
Eufora runway show.

A beauty & wellness inspired retreat 
for all salon professionals.



THE DARK SIDE OF BEAUTY

Finding ethically sourced shimmery MICA 
powder for beauty products has become a 
real challenge. Eufora is taking a bold stance 
against child labor in India's MICA mines by 
joining the conversation with top beauty 
brands. All to shine a spotlight on what you 
should know.
 
Several cosmetics companies have opted to 
switch to synthetic shimmer, removing all 
traces of natural MICA from their products. 
Aidan McQuaide, director of the NGO Anti-
Slavery International, states that boycotts 
are not generally the best approach as “the 
livelihoods of many poor and at-risk people 
can be threatened.”

Eco-conscious companies have decided 
to continue sourcing from the region 
while tackling the problem on the ground 
by focusing on creating “child-friendly 

children in the region into school, instead of 
mining by working with local communities 
and governments to improve educational 
infrastructure and living conditions.
 
In the spirit of people and planet-friendly 
practices, Eufora is proud to support the 
Responsible Mica Initiative.

India is one of the world's largest producers of the silver-colored, crystalline 
mineral that has gained prominence in recent years as an environmentally 
friendly material.  
However, 70% of MICA mines in India are illegally operated - opened to supply 

pigments, plastics, and cosmetics. It’s estimated that 20% of India’s mine & 
quarry workers are children, and the hazards from mining in poorly maintained, 
unregulated mines are proving lethal for many. 
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Responsible MICA Initiative  
pursues THREE MAIN OBJECTIVES:

Implement fair, responsible and sustainable good 
practices and increase traceability all along the Indian 
MICA supply chain.

Empower the local community to ensure long-lasting 
change thanks to the implementation of inclusive and 
holistic empowerment programs.

Build a legal and liveable environment for local 
communities by working hand-in-hand with the 
Indian government.

If you are obsessed with shine in an eco-friendly fashion, 
learn more at eufora.net and follow @euforainternational 

Top: A girl shows MICA which she has collected from an illegal 
open cast mine in Giridih district in the eastern state  
of Jharkhand, India, June 27, 2016. REUTERS

Bottom:
Giridih, India, January 16, 2016. REUTERS

SOURCES:
* THE SEARCH FOR ETHICAL MICA:  “The Makeup Industry’s Darkest Secret” 
– REFINERY 29, May 2019
* https://www.responsible-MICA-initiative.com/
* http://news.trust.org/shorthand/MICA/

"Eufora has partnered with a MICA supplier that is a member of the Responsible 
MICA Initiative (RMI) -  started in 2017 to create an ethical, transparent supply 
chain. All the MICA used in Eufora products like COLOR REVIVE and GLOSS  
dry shine spray is sourced in India from a no-child labor mine audited by the 
Indian government.” 
                                                           -Ti�any �ompson, Mgr. QA, Regulatory Compliance, Eufora International
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Why enter the Makeover contest?  Maybe,  
you think your guests look just fine.... 
But, OH NO.. good enough never is!

#MyEuforaStylist #EuforaMakeoverMadness #Makeover

IT'S TIME FOR THE  
MAKEOVER MADNESS CONTEST! 

2020 is the start of a new decade, giving you the perfect 
opportunity to share the power of a transformation with your 
favorite salon guests.  Who doesn't love a new and fresh salon 
style, especially when winter doldrums are at their peak!

Makeovers hold a world of magic! 

They empower your guest to embrace their best self. 

They motivate guests to craft tangible resolutions. 

They provide positivity to guests suffering life's challenges. 

Not sure how to get those Makeover Bookings rolling? 

entering the contest on the Eufora Makeover Madness 

Blog Post at eufora.net/news. 

1st Prize  

Eufora Swag valued at $450  

(Total Value $1200)
 

2nd Prize  

Eufora Swag valued at $350
 

3rd Prize – Eufora Messenger Bag  

with Eufora Swag valued at $150  

All winner's models will receive a limited  
edition Eufora T-shirt!
 

“Never Underestimate the Power of a Good Hair Day”

Enter by February 1st to win one  
of three prizes!

STYLIST:  Danielle Cushing
SALON DE NOUVEAU



The guest who embraces and lives her 
beauty each day challenges us to change our 

what’s possible. 

As we enter a new decade, Eufora is thrilled 
to unveil an exciting education initiative 
designed to challenge you and inspire fresh 
thinking.  Feed your own creative soul as 
you explore the EUFORA LIVE YOUR ART 
learning series.  You can cultivate your 
color and technical cutting skills, elevate 
your styling sensibilities or master your 
barbering skills. All classes are carefully 
crafted and curated by leading Eufora 
National Trainers. Their top-tier training 
provides an elevated learning space. Each 
class in the series includes a combination of 
live demonstration, hands-on workshop and 
business building practices.

This new in-market series covers four unique 
and relevant disciplines. Contact your Distributor 
for a schedule of classes in your area.

2020 is the year to LIVE YOUR ART.
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When it comes to being a 
professional hairdresser, making 
people look beautiful is the kind 
of artistry we all know and love.
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A POWERFUL NEW IN-MARKET 
EDUCATION SERIES 

Symmetry | Advanced Color Placement & Formulation

Free-Hand | Balayage & Beyond  

Restoration | Color Correction 

Collection | Trend Color Placement & Technique 

COLOR

Sculpt | Long Hairdressing  

Polish | Advanced Finishing

STYLE & FINISHING

Being an Artist demands constant 
inspiration. Being a successful Artist 
requires the skills and knowledge to 
take that inspiration and turn it into 
a thriving career.



January 26 - 28 EuforaColor:  Beyond the Basics

February 16 - 18 Precision Cutting: Core Shapes

March 1 - 4  Eufora Business Intelligence

May 17 – 19  Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1

May 31 – June 2 EuforaColor: Blonding Mastery

June 7 – 10  Eufora Business Intelligence

June 14 – 16 Precision Cutting: Shape Shifting

Aug. 30 – Sept. 1 Master Finishing

September 27 – 30 Eufora Business Intelligence

October 25 – 27 Razor Cutting System

November 8 – 10 

February 23 – 25 EuforaColor: Placement & Technique | Louisville, KY 

March 8 – 10 Editorial Session Styling | West Village, NY 

April 27 – 29 Precision Cutting: Core Shapes | Toronto, ON

May 4 - 6  EuforaColor: Beyond the Basics | Toronto, ON

June 7 – 8  Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1 | West Village, NY

June 7 – 9  Master Finishing | Toronto ON

July 13 – 15  Precision Cutting: Shape Shifting I | Toronto, ON

August 17 – 19 EuforaColor: Blonding Mastery | Toronto, ON

October 5 – 7 Precision Cutting: VIA Level 1 | Toronto, ON

October 18 – 19 Precision Cutting: Core Shapes | West Village, NY

Eufora HQ, Southern California

UPCOMING ACADEMY  EDUCATION

Satellite Academy Locations

Contour | Short Haircutting 

Architecture | Advanced Haircutting 

Muse | Creative Haircutting 

Pattern | Textured Haircutting

Collection | Trend Haircutting

TECHNICAL

For a complete list of classes and full descriptions 
please visit www.eufora.net/education

Realism | Cutting & The Business of Men’s Grooming 

Composition | Men's Cutting & Color Placement 

Drafting | Men's Fading

MEN'S GROOMING



MUST-HAVES
Black Clay Shampoo  and Exfoliating Treatment 
are your winter “must-haves”. 

This dynamic duo contains a unique blend 

for your guys’ hair concerns, to cleanse and 
treat his hair while combating itchy and 
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Kaolin Black Clay 
provides an elevated 
concentration of Mineral 
Salts to help soothe 
irritation, itching and 

Rosebay Extract  
and Coenzyme Q10
provide powerful 
antioxidant protection 
and helps to sooth  
scalp irritation.

Licorice Root Extract

this winter

fewer

white



GROOMING: Dana Cashcetta and Julie Cross, Eufora National Trainers
PHOTOGRAPHY: Mark Short



It’s your Life.
Live it Beautifully.
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